
Service Offerings

MEETINGS SUPPORT

“Graphic recording added an element of 

creativity to our keynote sessions. 

ImageThink did an amazing job.”

CONFERENCES

GRAPHIC RECORDING:
REAL-TIME CAPTURE

ALL SERVICES INCLUDE

Graphic recording is the process of listening to a 
conversation, summarizing for key ideas, words and 
pictures to create a real-time visual summary.

— Libby Ashcraft, Event Manager IBM

Smarter Commerce Global Summit

ImageThink provided visual summaries of over 50 talks at the 

2015 SXSW Interactive Festival in Austin, Texas.

Make your meetings more energetic, creative, efficient, 
and ensure that your objectives are met with the 
support of graphic recording. 

Regardless whether your session is strategic planning, 
ideation, or a leadership summit, our live visual 
support will help you clarify, communicate, and  
collaborate around the solution.

Create another stream of content with live 
visualizations of keynote speakers, panel discussions 
and trade shows. 

Engage and fascinate your attendees while delivering 
real outcomes with live visuals.

A dedicated project manager

Agenda and planning consultation 

Original graphic recordings created for your 
sessions

High-resolution digital editions of all graphic 
recordings 

Social sharing after event



GO DIGITAL

INFOGRAPHICS &VIDEO

TIME-LAPSE VIDEO

TEAM WORKSHOPS

EXPERIENTIAL DRAWING

ABOUT IMAGETHINK

Want to go high tech or remote? 
Get all the same benefits of our live capture done
on or off site digitally. Can be projected theater style, 
on HD screens, or cast to individual monitors.

Transform your training material, educational initiative 
or company message into an engaging whiteboard 
animation or illustration. We offer full service script 
development, concept, storyboarding and animation. 

These short videos are an easy way to maximize the 
impact of your visual story boards. The time lapse 
footage creates another form of sharable media of 
session visuals.

ImageThink gives your team the powerful visual 
tools of graphic facilitation with training workshops 
tailored to your company’s specific needs. 

Please contact us for a custom estimate based on 
your group size and objectives. 

Get everyone talking and capture their input. We 
create live murals from audience comments.

Activate the virtual space by having ImageThink 
visualize tweets under the conference #hashtag. Our award winning team is pressure tested with 

a wide range of experience. Since 2009, we have 
supported thousands of sessions across 15 
countries.

Located in New York and San Francisco, we can 
support any session anywhere. 

As Seen In…..

“ImageThink created a dynamic feeling 

that the discussion was ‘coming to life’  

reinforced the vitality of the ideas and 

people in the room.”
—Senior Executive, Genentech


